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ABSTRACT
Along with the damaged environment and the emerging energy crisis, many problems have been
caused by utilizing fossil fuels. Green energy, also known as renewable energy, has been trusted
as a good alternative for the conventional energy resources and effort has been contributed in
the development of modern green energy. Solar energy is one of the renewable energy resources.
Owing to its advantages of being nearly unlimited, pollution free, noise free and relatively easy
to maintain, photovoltaic (PV) systems have experienced a significant increase in the past few
decades. In this thesis, a grid-tied solar micro inverter has been presented and several key
technology issues on this PV system are investigated:
1. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) strategies. Under changing atmospheric conditions,
intensity of the sunlight irradiation and shading problems, the output of a solar panel varies non-
linearly. MPPT techniques are designed to enable PV panels always operate at the optimal power
point and produce maximum power. In this paper, different MPPT strategies are compared and
analysed. An improved variable step-size P&O MPPT strategy is also proposed to compensate
those drawbacks from conventional MPPT techniques. Simulation results are also given.
2. Control strategies of a single-phase grid-tied inverter. A deadbeat controller, named the
OSAP control, is proposed for the inverter. This inverter is analysed into two states: stand-
alone inverter and grid-tied inverter. In each state, the OSAP controller is applied to control
the inverter. Some disadvantages are also shown for the OSAP controllers. An improved OSAP
controller is then introduced to compensate these drawbacks. Simulation results are given to
support the theory.
3. Experiment of this solar inverter. An interleaved boost converter is shown to implement
the MPPT techniques. Experiments of the stand-alone inverter and grid-tied inverter are also
conducted with the OSAP control strategies. The experiment of this PV system under some
environmental changes are also conducted and the transient response is given.
Chapter 1 deals with the background introduction and literature review. A model of solar cell
is introduced in Chapter 2 and the simulation model is also built to analysis the characteristics
of solar panel output power. Several Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) techniques are
evaluated and an improved variable step-size MPPT technique is proposed to overcome the
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disadvantages. In Chapter 3, a control strategy is developed for a grid-tied PV micro-inverter,
which is called one-sampling-ahead-preview (OSAP) control. Firstly a full-bridge inverter is
analysed. Two states of this inverter are introduced, one is the stand-alone inverter and the
other is the grid-tied inverter. Mathematical and simulation model have been built for each
inverter. Then an OSAP voltage controller is proposed for the stand-alone inverter and an OSAP
current controller is proposed the grid-tied inverter. However, since OSAP controllers belong
to the deadbeat control category, these exists a deadbeat response in the output. And another
problem is that OSAP controllers highly depend on the inverters have accurate parameters for
the components, which is not practical in real life. So an improved OSAP controller is introduced
to solve these problems, which is the OSAP with a resonant controller. Simulation results are
also given to support the theory. In Chapter 4, the experiment of this system has been shown
and experimental results have been provided. Chapter 5 explains the conclusions and some
developments need to be done in the future work.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Abundant and economic energy is the life blood of modern civilization [1]. With the increasing
speed of global economic growth as well as the remarkable development in world industry, the
fast rising demand for sustainable energy has put ever-increasing pressure on human society.
Not only is humankind running low on easily obtainable fossil fuel resources, but the associated
environmental impact of fossil fuel use is reaching crisis levels. In this case, green energy, also
named renewable energy, is the best choice as an alternative resource for the world industry.
Generally, the mainstream technologies applied in the green energy field can be classified as
wind power, hydro-power, solar power, geothermal power and biomass power [2]. Along with
the amazing innovations in the photovoltaic (PV) technology, solar power has attracted plenty
of attention. Due to several reasons including the unlimited energy from the sun, the relatively
high efficiency of modern PV system, the continuously dropping price of solar cells and the ease
of implementation and maintenance of solar systems, the PV industry is taking more of a role
in world power supply.
1.1.1 World Energy Crisis
Global energy demand was approximately 16TWh in 2012 and is expected to double in the
next twenty years [3]. While innovations in power generation technology offer a great help to
the energy production via traditional resources, a critical problem has emerged which can not
be simply ignored or eliminated by advanced technology—the world energy crisis, especially in
fossil fuels. Actually, the energy crisis or the oil crisis, is not a new concept. The world market
experienced a crisis in the second half of the 1970s with a continuously increasing oil price. At
that time, the economic issue was the most important factor and attention decreased when the
oil price fell. Sustainability in terms of fossil fuel supply is often treated as short-term economic
and political issues [4]. However, in 21st century, the second oil crisis is more thorny, and the
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economy is not the only worrying factor. In fact, we now have concerns about the future of
human society.
The world has experienced a huge increase in energy demand during the last 200 years. Fig. 1.1
gives the details about the significant rise of the global energy demand. It can be noticed that
nowadays we consume over 10 times more energy than we did in 1820. Improved technologies
and the fast growing population are mainly responsible for this huge increase. However, it is
also clear that the majority of the energy resources that we rely on are not sustainable. Since
crude oil is made over millions of years from an ancient biota, the overuse of oil means that we
cannot depend solely on these resources for very much longer. Table 1.1 is based on the BP
Statistical Review of World Energy 2010 that illustrates their estimate of the remaining energy
resources over the world. According to this estimate, the most important energy resources—oil,
could only last for 45 years, which means our current industry system will face a severe challenge
by 2045. Besides the oil shortage, other energy resources (except solar power) can only support
our economy for several decades; looking for alternative energy resources is imperative for all of
us.
Figure 1.1: World energy consumption from 1800s to 2000s
Table 1.1: Estimation of the remaining energy resources all over the world
Oil 45 years
Coal 61 years
Natural Gas 230 years
Uranium 71 years
Solar unlimited
*all the data are calculated from 2000
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1.1.2 The Thrust For Renewable Energy
The other problem caused by burning fossil fuel is pollution, and the consequent environmental
and climate change. Unfortunately, some of the pollution appears to be irreversible. During the
1980s and 1990s, most governments conducted a deregulation policy in their countries, which was
treated as a positive way to encourage the efficient supply and use of energy [2]. An important
attempt to deal with the energy problem and pollution globally was the Kyoto protocol in 1997.
Despite that America and China, being the two largest polluting nations, were not involved, the
Kyoto protocol indicated that more attention should be paid to this serious problem. Renewable
resources, such as solar power and wind power, are being trusted as a replacement of conventional
energy resources in the future. Considerable efforts have contributed to the fast growth of green
energy in the last few years.
Prior to the development of coal in the mid 19th century, nearly all energy used by human society
was renewable. Among the energy sources, hydro (in the form of flow of the river wheels) and
wind (in the form of wind mills) have been used for centuries as sources of mechanical power,
mainly for agriculture purposes [2]. However, nowadays when we talk about renewable energy,
we are using these resources to generate electrical power. Green energy is defined as energy
that comes from resources which are naturally replenished in a human timescale, including wind
power, hydro power, solar energy, geothermal energy and bio energy. Fig. 1.2 comes from
the World Bank Renewables 2015 Global Statues Report and it gives us a clear view of how
important green energy is for human society. Despite fossil fuel still being responsible for about
78.4% of energy consumption all over the world, renewable resources now can shoulder as much
as one-fifth of our energy needs. Looking forward to the future, indications are that the need to
push in the direction of renewable energy is being taken seriously and there is a bright future
for these technologies [2].
Abundant renewable energy is available for New Zealand compared to many other countries,
and this has helped NZ achieve a high percentage of clean electricity utilized in the domestic
grid. Among these, the large-scale renewable energy resources such as wind farms, geothermal,
and hydro energy, have already played an important role in providing sufficient and reliable
power for personal and business consumers [5]. New Zealand is proud to be one of the cleanest
energy providers in the world, and around 40% of its primary energy is supplied by green energy
resources [6]. Meanwhile, the NZ government has announced that New Zealand is aiming to
be the first carbon neutral country by 2020. Fig. 1.3 shows research from the NZ government
about the renewable energy consumption in 2011 and the projection up to 2030. By 2025, New
Zealand has a target of 90% of all electricity generation coming from green energy resources [7].
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Figure 1.2: World energy consumption by source at 2013
Figure 1.3: New Zealand Energy Strategy in 2011
1.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM AND DISTRIBUTED GENERATION
Among all of these renewable energy resources, the most abundant, sustainable energy source is
the sun, which delivers over 150000 TW of power to Earth. Even though half of this power has
been wasted before it reaches the earth surface and only a small fraction is practically available
for electricity generation, the amount of power is more than enough to satisfy global energy
demand. One of the greatest technological and scientific challenges facing us today is to develop
efficient ways to collect, convert, store and utilize solar energy at affordable costs [3]. Basically,
there are three ways to utilize the solar power—providing energy to grow biomass, collecting
the heat from the sunlight in solar thermal systems or converting the solar irradiation into
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electricity in PV systems. A PV system employs solar panels to supply usable electric power
and these solar panels usually come with an inverter to transfer their output DC power into
AC power and feed back to the customers in an electric power grid. PV technology is a new
technology comparing with other renewable energy resources. PV systems have been used for
fifty years in specific applications and have only been used as grid-connected systems for twenty
years [8]. For now PV systems have not dominated the market as an affordable renewable energy
resource, and account for only 0.077% of the world energy generation in 2013 (Fig. 1.2). The
relatively high price and the inconvenience of no power supply at night are the main barriers
to the widespread adoption of PV systems in the industry. However, the cost of PV cells has
decreased steadily from US $20/W in 1990 to less than US $0.7/W in 2014 [3]. Along with
the incredible innovations in semiconductor industry which can also benefit solar cells, we have
confidence that PV industry has a bright future and it will take more of a role in electricity
generation as a reliable and affordable green energy resource in the foreseeable future.
1.2.1 Classification of Solar Inverters
Several types of PV inverters are available in the market now. Fig. 1.4 illustrates that one
method of classifying solar systems is based on the power rating. At the low power end is the
micro-inverter system, which can process up to 300W per unit. The other two inverters (string
inverters and multi-string inverters) actually share the same topology, which is named central-
inverter topology. String inverters are usually at 1 kW to 10 kW power rating and are widely
used in residential applications, while multiple-string inverters can process more power and are
an important part of commercial solar plants.
Besides the power rating, another significant difference between micro inverters and central
inverters is that every solar panel is controlled by an inverter and they form an independent
module in the micro-inverter system, while in the central-inverter systems several solar panels
are combined together as a PV string, all of these solar panels are controlled by only one single
central inverter in the system. Central string inverters are currently the most cost-effective
option available and they have more than 40 years development history [9]. However, micro
inverters are rapidly gaining popularity, especially for residential solar applications. In fact,
the micro inverter concept is not new to the market. The unpopularity of micro inverters is
mainly due to the relatively high price. Nowadays, with the decreasing price of both solar
panels and semiconductor equipment, more PV companies have raised funds and sharpened
their marketing pitches to take on the conventional central inverter players [9]. The advantages
that micro inverters have over central inverters are listed as follows:
1. High efficiency. One of the most important factors when designing a solar system is the
efficiency. Before discussing the efficiency of solar systems, several facts have to be mentioned.
Even though they generate DC power, solar cells have unique output characteristics whose output
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Figure 1.4: Grid-connected PV systems: (a) Micro inverter (b) String inverter (c) Multi-string
inverter
is not constant and will change with the temperature and the sun shine. There is only point
point that can make sure a solar panel is generating its maximum power according to the current
condition. A technique is designed specifically for solar cells to guarantee the optimal output,
which is called Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). It is a well-known fact that shading
is a practical problem that affects solar panel output power and consequently the efficiency of
the whole system. This unpredictable and unpreventable problem is supposed to be solved by
MPPT techniques. In central-inverter systems, since several PV panels are connected together
and are controlled by the central inverter, if some of the panels are shaded and the others are
not affected, it is hard for the MPPT controller to search the optimal point. By contrast, if each
solar panel is controlled by its own inverter and these solar panels are independent of each other,
even though some panels are affected by shading, the rest can still work fine. This is the idea of
designing a micro inverter system. By this mechanism, the effectiveness of micro inverters can
be much higher than central inverters.
2. Simplicity. A central inverter has to be carefully evaluated before designing, because when
more panels are needed in the future, the central inverter may have to be redesigned for the new
power demand. With micro inverters, things become much more convenient. Adding another mi-
cro inverter system does not have any influence on the existing one as they are independent. The
simplicity and convenience of micro inverters makes them suitable for residential applications.
3. Safety. One fact is that the output current of a solar panel at the MPP is quite close to the
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short-circuit current. If one panel has a short circuit, it is very difficult for the central inverter
to detect this tiny change, compared with the large value of current handled by the central
inverter when several PV panels are connected in parallel. The short-circuit problem is very
dangerous for electrical systems, which can damage solar panels. By contrast, a micro inverter
is monitoring only one panel in the system and has the ability to raise the alarm when a short
circuit happens.
1.2.2 The Rising Concept of Distributed Generation
Distributed Generation (DG) is an important component of smart grid, a concept that replaces
the existing model of one-way electricity supply from centralized generation plant to end con-
sumers with an arrangement that allows for electricity to flow in optimal directions, depending
on prevailing conditions. Distributed generation may allow passive electrical consumers to be-
come more engaged and active participants in managing their own energy needs [5]. The rising
concept of DG is derived from the emerging range of small-scale power resources available for
residential applications and the requirements of power customers to have more active engage-
ment in the power grid. Different from the conventional centralized power grid, DG allows power
generation at the point of consumption, which means suitable power generators are installed at
the customer sites and feed power to the grid when available. Technologies that suit small and
medium size DG applications include internal combustion engines, gas turbines, micro-turbines,
fuel cells and some renewable energy resources [10].
Indiscriminate application of individual distributed generators can cause unpredicted problems
since DG is still a new concept for the industry. Another way to realize the emerging potential of
DG is to take a system approach which combines the distributed generators and the connected
loads as a subsystem or a microgrid [10]. In a microgrid, control of distributed generation
no longer belongs to the central utilities and local control is available for power supply and
disturbance elimination. This advantage ensures stable power supply to local customers during
grid fault situation. Even though sufficient researches and tests have been conducted to prevent
serious problems in modern power grid, some issues such as the power shortage still exist. The
problem is worse for DG system, which is known as the islanding problem when the grid power
supply is cut off. With the help of local controllers in the microgrid, no matter an intentional
or a unpredictable islanding problem happens, the microgrid itself can be cut off from the
utility immediately and power supply from DG system can be kept stable and safe for the local
customers without harming the transmission grid’s integrity. Along with the stable power supply,
reducing the cost of generating and delivering power, reducing the transmission losses, utilizing
the green energy and reducing the electricity price are all the benefits that can be enjoyed by
both the customers and power companies.
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Figure 1.5: Example of a residential PV installation as DG system
1.3 ABOUT THIS THESIS
This research aims to provide an advanced control algorithm for the solar micro-inverter system.
A deadbeat controller, called one-sampling-ahead-preview (OSAP) is proposed as the inverter
controller. Fig. 1.6 shows the basic circuit of a single-phase grid-tied photovoltaic micro-inverter,
which is analysed in this thesis. An advanced PV control system is proposed to improve the
performance of existing solar systems. Both simulation and experiment results are provided to
support the theoretical analysis.
PV
Ldc
Cpv CdcS
S1
S2
S3
S4
Lac Transformer
Power
Grid
Boost 
Convertere Inverter
Figure 1.6: The reaearch circuit in this thesis
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The structure of this thesis is shown as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the characteristics of solar
cells and MPPT techniques to optimize the output power of solar panels. Chapter 3 focuses
on the functionality of a full-bridge single-phase inverter. Two different states of this inverter
are analysed respectively and deadbeat controllers are applied in each scenario. Afterwards,
an improved deadbeat controller is proposed to overcome the drawbacks of the existing one.
Simulation results are also given to support the analyses. Chapter 4 explains the experiment of
this solar system. The experimental results are also shown to demonstrate the theory. Chapter
5 presents the conclusion of this research and the future work that could be done.

Chapter 2
SOLAR CELLS AND MPPT CONTROL
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Solar cells, as the energy provider, form a basic part of a PV system. Unlike a conventional DC
source whose output can be kept constant during operation, both environmental changes and
their own characteristics have a significant influence on the output power of solar cells. Thus,
getting a full understanding of solar cells has great importance. A maximum power point (which
is also called MPP) of a solar cell always exists and changes along with the environment. This
MPP ensures a solar cell can generate its maximum power according to the current conditions.
In order to maximize the PV system efficiency, this MPP should be kept during operation. A
technique called maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is designed specifically for solar cells
to track the MPP.
In this chapter, a solar cell is analysed and mathematically modelled. Based on this model,
an improved model which is suitable for simulation is adopted. With this simulation model,
the influences of environmental changes (i.e. the temperature and irradiation) can be analysed.
Several MPPT techniques are investigated and compared. Based on these analyses, a more
advanced MPPT technique is proposed to overcome the known disadvantages of the conventional
MPPT algorithms. Simulation results are also attached to demonstrate the MPPT operation.
2.2 PHYSICS CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR CELLS
Brief studies performed by Photon International show that almost 47.5GWp of PV modules had
been manufactured in 2014 worldwide. Given the average price of electricity from solar industry
is still higher than the conventional electrical sources, scientists are seeking more suitable ma-
terials and applying more advanced technologies in PV field. For now, several materials have
already proven their reliability and acceptable price, such as silicon solar cells and thin film solar
cells. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the contribution of power generation from PV panels
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based on different materials in 2008 and 2014 respectively. All the PV modules have experi-
enced a huge increase in power generation in the 6 years. Crystalline Si (Multi-Si, Mono-Si and
Ribbon-Si) has dominated the whole market for at least 6 years (87% in 2008 and 90.7% in
2014) and is still being the most popular material for solar cells. Despite being the minority
of the market, thin film modules, consisting of amorphous silicon (a-Si), CdTe and CIS types,
share a significant growth from 2008 to 2014. Other types of PV cells are still waiting for further
development [11], [12].
Table 2.1: Total MW/GW of production and proportion of different kinds of solar cells in 2008
and 2014
Technology 2008 2014
MW % GW %
Multi-Si 3773 48 26.2 55.1
Mono-Si 3024 38 16.9 35.6
Ribbon-Si 118 1 0 0
a-Si 403 5 0.8 1.7
CdTe 506 7 1.9 4
Cu(InGa)Se2 79 1 1.7 3.6
Total Crystalline Si 6915 87 43.1 90.7
Total Thin Films 988 13 4.4 9.3
Total 7910 100 47.5 100
Data from Photovoltaic Report and Photon International
A relatively low price of silicon solar cells is the main reason for their popularity. Besides,
efficiency is another major critical factor that will affect the popularity of PV cells. Studies
show that high light absorption capability is an essential requirement for solar cell materials.
Laboratory tests have demonstrated that the conversion efficiency of CIS and CIGS solar cells
can reach as high as 20 percent. A multi-junction Si solar cell can produce better than 30
percent conversion efficiency. Improvements have also been made in the thin film of group
III-V compound semiconductor materials, such as GaAs, InP, CIS, CIGS and CdTe. However,
these high-efficiency solar cells require high-tech manufacturing processes, which will increase the
production cost. Thus, despite that the majority production on the market is still low-efficiency
solar cells due to their cheap price, a foreseeable evolution in PV cells production technology is
possible [11], [12].
2.2.1 Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell
Crystalline solar cells are the most widely used solar cells, being responsible for about 90% of
PV production worldwide. Silicon can be arranged in different forms to obtain a photovoltaic
cell depending on crystal structure [13]. More specifically, c-Si modules are divided into multi-
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crystalline (multi-Si), single- or mono-crystalline (mono-Si) and ribbon silicon, depending on the
type of Si wafer used. Their efficiency ranges from 13% to 22% under laboratory environment.
Several features have guaranteed the mass production of crystalline solar cells: Firstly, the
enormous development of microelectronics, which is also based on Si material, offers a great
help to the Si cell technology. Secondly, the band gap of silicon is optimal for a solar cell. In
addition, Si solar cells are very stable, even without encapsulation [11].
Solar cell modules must reach a price level of $0.5/Wp to $0.2/Wp to become competitive with
conventional coal or nuclear power generation. Achieving a cheap price requires several new
technologies to be applied in the innovation of solar cells in the future. These new technologies
include novel technologies to break through efficiency barrier of 25%; wafer slicing technologies
and equipment for ultra-thin wafers (50µm); low-cost contact-forming technologies; materials
providing performance comparable to mono-crystalline cells and so on [14].
2.2.2 Thin film Solar Cell
Silicon material is the best choice for the fabrication of solar cells due to its minimum cost.
However, other applications also require large amount of silicon material and this demand cre-
ates a global shortage of silicon supply, which consequently pushes the price for silicon solar
cells higher. Scientists are trying to find alternative materials to replace silicon and some new
technologies have emerged. Thin film solar cell is among them and it has little or no dependence
on silicon. Generally, there are three common types of thin film solar cells: amorphous silicon
(a-Si) cells, cadmium telluride (CdTe) cells and copper indium gallium di-selenide (CIGS) cells.
Since these cells are based on materials that have strong sunlight absorption capabilities, thin
film solar cells could be made very thin, which is usually 1-3 micrometers. This advantage en-
sures the electrons only travel short distance from the inside to the cell contacts and then to the
external circuit to generate power. Thus the demand for high purification and crystallinity of the
material has been reduced, which is the main factor for the high price of Si cells. Furthermore,
thin film cells are made and simultaneously formed as a module instead of a wafer [12].
Even though researchers had already known thin film semiconductors could make good solar
cells, several disadvantages still remain and prevent the mass production of thin film cells. One
major concern for thin film cells is the low efficiency. Generally, the efficiency of thin film
modules is 25-50% lower than Si cells. Besides, as mentioned before, the technology of Si is
already mature enough that Si cells can definitely benefit from this advantage. But for the thin
film technology, it has to start from the beginning. The known strength leaves the thin film cells
a bright future but there are remaining challenges in thin film industry [11].
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2.3 PV MODELS
2.3.1 Mathematical Model
Having an accurate model of PV cell is of great importance for the solar system when dealing
with dynamic analysis of power conversion, the choice of optimal control methodology, accessing
the most suitable MPPT technology, the evaluation of solar system efficiency and above all,
developing simulation tools to analyse PV systems [13]. Generally, a solar cell is an electronic
device capable of converting the radiated energy obtained from sunlight into electricity. More
specifically, the electrical characteristics of PV cell can be modelled as a current source in parallel
with a diode shown in Fig. 2.1. A series resistor Rs has been added to represent the total power
losses due to the current circulation through different parts of the device and a shunt resistor
Rsh is to model the effect of leakage current of the p− n junction [13].
V
Iph
Id Ish
Rsh
Rs
D
I
Figure 2.1: PV cell circuit model
Based on the circuit model of PV cells, the basic equation that analytically describes the I − V
characteristics of ideal solar cells can be obtained as follows [13]:
I = Iph − Is(eq(V+IRs)/AqkT − 1)− V + IRs
Rsh
(2.1)
where:
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I is the cell terminal current
V is the cell terminal voltage
k is the Boltzman constant = 1.38× 10−23J/K
q is the electronic charge = 1.6× 10−19C
T is the PV cell temperature
Is is the saturation current of diode
Aq is the diode reality factor
Iph
is the photo-generated current, linearly
depending on solar irradiation
Rs is the equivalent series resistor
Rsh is the equivalent shunt resistor
2.3.2 Simulation Model
Since the mathematical model of a PV cell has already been obtained, the next step is to build
the simulation model of solar cells in software. In this research, Matlab has been used to execute
simulation studies of PV systems. In order to solve the nonlinear equations of PV cell output
current I and output voltage V shown in Eqn. 2.1, the Newton-Raphson method has been
adopted. If properly used, this iterative method homes in on a root effectively [15].
In Eqn. 2.1, there are five variables: Iph, Is, Rs, Rsh and Aq. Usually these variables are depen-
dent on the temperature, the irradiation and PV cell itself . However, these variables are usually
not provided by the PV cell manufacturers. Eqn. 2.1 is not a suitable model for implementation
and a simplified solar cell model for simulation has to be developed. In [16], an engineering an-
alytical model of solar cells have been developed with the assumption that: 1O (V + IRs)/Rsh
are ignored because the leakage current is usually far less than the photo-generated current; 2O
Iph = Isc because usually equivalent series resistance Rs is far less than the diode resistance
when turned on. With these parameters (Isc—short-circuit current, Voc—open-circuit voltage,
Im—MPP current and Vm—MPP voltage) obtained from the datasheet provided by the man-
ufactures which are recorded under standard test conditions (i.e. PV cell temperature Tref =
25, PV cell irradiation Sref = 1000W/m
2), we can approach the real values of I ′sc, V ′oc, I ′m, V ′m
under different temperature and irradiation as closely as possible with Equation set 2.2:
∆T = T − Tref
∆S = SSref − 1
I ′sc = Isc × SSref (1 + a∆T )
V ′oc = Voc(1− c∆T ) ln(e+ b∆S)
I ′m = Im × SSref (1 + a∆T )
V ′m = Vm(1− c∆T ) ln(e+ b∆S)
(2.2)
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Where the typical value of a, b, c is:
a = 0.0025/◦C, b = 0.5, c = 0.00288/◦C (2.3)
According to [16], the simplified form of Eqn. 2.1 is:
I = Isc[1− C1(e
V
C2Voc − 1)] (2.4)
Where: C1 = (1− ImIsc )e
−Vm
C2Voc
C2 = 11
(2.5)
Calculating the values of I ′m, V ′m, I ′sc and V ′oc from Equation set 2.2 with the temperature and
irradiation measured under current environment conditions, substituting theses parameters into
Eqn. 2.4, an accurate solar cell model is built. Running simulation with this PV model, we can
easily and accurately simulate the PV cells and record the output values for further studies.
2.3.3 Simulation Research
The simulation model being built in Matlab is shown as Fig. 2.2:
Enter 
Standard 
Parameters
Eqn. 2.2
Isc  Voc  Im
Vm  T  S
Isc   Voc 
Im   Vm 
Eqn. 2.4
Output Real 
Parameters
V
I
Figure 2.2: The simulation model of PV cells in Matlab
All the solar panel data applied in this research project about the solar panel is from the product
of SOLAR POWER—the SP Series Solar Module Model SP205. The electrical characteristics
are shown in Table 2.2. In this thesis, all the simulation and experiments of solar cells are based
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on this solar module.
Table 2.2: Electrical characteristics of SP205
Model Number SP205 Cell Type
Mono and
Multi-Crystalline Si
Maximum Power 205W No. of Cells 54
Vmpp 25.80V Impp 7.95A
Voc 32.60V Isc 8.48A
Fuse Rating 15A
Maximum System
Voltage
600V (UL)/ 1000V
(IEC)
Temp. Coefficient of Voc -0.341%/ Temp. Coefficient of Isc 0.120%/
Power Tolerance ±3% Testing Irradiation Sref 1000W/m
2
Testing Temperature
Tref
25
For a given irradiation and ambient temperature, making the solar cell output voltage V as the
only variable, a certain output solar cell current I will be computed according to the values of V .
Assuming that V ranges from 0 to Voc and calculating the value of I, then a complete I−V curve
and P − V curve are plotted in Fig. 2.3 that reflect the unique solar cell output current-voltage
and power-voltage relationship from short-circuit condition to open-circuit condition.
Figure 2.3: Simulation results of solar cell output current, voltage and power
When we simulate a PV system, environmental changes have to be taken into consideration
because the changes in temperature and irradiation have important impacts on the output
power of solar cells. In Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4(b), the impacts of variable temperature and
irradiation have been presented respectively. It shows lower the temperature and the higher the
sunlight, the more power PV cells will generate.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4: Simulation results of PV cells with environmental changes. (a) Constant irradiation
and variable temperature (b) Constant temperature and variable irradiation
2.4 MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING TECHNIQUES
2.4.1 Introduction
The relationship between the output current Ipv and voltage Vpv determines there is only one
point on the curve that makes the solar cell generate maximum power, and this point is named
the maximum power point (MPP). Without proper terminal conditions, the solar cell will not
be kept at the MPP during operation, and according to the analyses and simulation results in
Section 2.3, the environment conditions such as the solar temperature and sun irradiation will
also have a significant influence on the MPP. Thus a series of control methodologies named the
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) techniques are introduced to to keep the solar panels
remaining at the MPP during operation.
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Different MPPT methods can be categorized based on their performance. In [17], a category is
proposed based on their dependency on solar cell models. This category includes offline methods,
online methods and hybrid methods. Offline and online methods can also be referred to as the
model-based and model-free methods respectively [17]. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the details of this
category for MPPT.
MPPT
OFFLINE
ONLINE
HYBRID
Constant 
Voltage
Constant 
Current
Artificial 
Intellignece
Perturb and 
Observe
Incremental 
Conductance
Extreme 
Seeking Control
Figure 2.5: The category for MPPT
Offline methods generally depend on a known model of the solar cells and require one or more
values to be measured periodically. These values could be the short-circuit current Isc, open-
circuit voltage Voc, solar temperature T and irradiation S. By utilizing these measured values
in the solar model, the controller can calculate the related MPP and force the system to track
that point. By contrast, online methods usually record the instantaneous values of the solar
cells to track the reference point. Since this kind of MPPT does not rely on the model of solar
cells, they focus more attention on the response of PV cells for the perturbation introduced by
the controller, and the next reference signal is based on this response. The hybrid methods are
the combination of the offline and online methods, tracking the MPP into two steps: estimation
and regulation [17].
In this section, three MPPT techniques—Constant Voltage MPPT which belongs to the offline
methods, Perturb and Observe MPPT and Incremental Conductance MPPT which are among
the online methods—are reviewed and analysed respectively. A comparison of complexity, dy-
namic response, steady-state error, robustness and efficiency of each technique is also proposed.
2.4.2 Constant Voltage MPPT
The simplest and fastest method to achieve MPP is Constant Voltage MPPT (or Constant
Current MPPT) [18]. The theory of Constant Voltage MPPT is based on the assumption that
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Vmpp is linearly dependent on Voc (or Impp depends on Isc in Constant Current MPPT) under
variable environmental conditions. The fact is that the ideal MPP will always be very close to
the assumed point regardless of the slightly changed environment during a period of operation.
However, even though both Constant Voltage MPPT and Constant Current MPPT share the
same theory, the voltage tracking technique is much more popular than the current tracking
method for a simple reason: Based on the I − V curve of a solar panel, usually there exists a
significant difference between Vmpp and Voc while Impp is very close to Isc. In addition, mea-
suring Isc during operation is problematic, an additional switch is needed between solar panel
and power converter to periodically short PV panel and get the short current value. This will
definitely increase the complexity of PV circuit as well as the cost [19]. Thus constant voltage
method is easily applied and more accurate than constant current method. The relationship
between Vmpp and Voc in Constant Voltage MPPT method is expressed as:
Vmpp
Vo
= K (2.6)
where K is a constant of proportionality and depends on the characteristics of PV panel and
the current environmental conditions. K has to be computed before PV system operation. The
normal value of K is usually chosen between 0.71 and 0.78 [19].
However, it has to be clearly stated that this sort of MPPT techniques are not a real MPPT
method. Vmpp and Impp are chosen just based on an assumption, the accurate MPP is never
reached because the MPP changes with the environment and the environment is never constant.
Disturbance and the uncertain physical characteristics of PV panels will also contribute to the
inaccuracy. But these methods can be applied when accurate MPP is not necessarily required.
Actually, even though the power set by this algorithm is not exactly the maximum power, the
output power of PV panels is not far away from the ideal value as long as shading problems do
not occur [19]. And [20] points out K is no longer valid in the presence of practical shading of
PV array.
2.4.3 Perturb and Observe MPPT
Perturb and Observe (P&O) and Hill Climbing algorithms are the most commonly used MPPT
methods in practice. P&O and Hill Climbing are both based on the concept of perturbation—
P&O introduces a perturbation into PV panel voltage while Hill Climbing conducts a perturba-
tion in the duty cycle of the connected DC converter. The popularity of P&O and Hill Climbing
is mostly due to the ease of implementation and relatively high accuracy.
Fig. 2.6 explains the operation process of P&O MPPT. Firstly, the original voltage is at point
A with panel voltage V1 and the corresponding output power P1. Then the controller introduces
a perturbation voltage +∆V to V1 and the panel is forced to work at V2 at point B. Now P2 is
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calculated based on V2 and is compared with P1. Since P2 > P1, the direction of the previous
perturbation is confirmed and it drives the controller continuing adding +∆V to V2 and PV
panel will work at point C in the next time interval. This process repeats until it gets to point
D, the next point after point D is point E but the comparison of the power shows P5 < P4, this
result forces the voltage moving backwards, indicating in next time interval, a −∆V instead
of +∆V will be added to V5 and the operation point goes back to V4 again. Fig. 2.7 is the
flowchart of P&O MPPT algorithm.
Figure 2.6: P&o MPPT operation progress
Despite the simplicity of implementation, P&O MPPT has some significant disadvantages. The
whole process is executed periodically until it closely reaches the MPP. Then the system will
oscillate around MPP since the exact MPP will be reached only with the appropriately chosen
∆V . This oscillation may introduce some power losses. In order to prevent or at least minimize
the oscillation, reducing the perturbation step size is a good choice. However, a small step
size slows down the tracking speed and it becomes worse when PV panels are under rapidly
changing weather conditions [19]. Thus, as a trade off between the accuracy and speed, a two-
stage algorithm is proposed in [21] that introduces a variable step-size MPPT. When in first
stage where the operation point is relatively far away from the estimated MPP, a large ∆V is
applied to reduce the tracking time. When it approaches the estimated point, a smaller step size
is applied to achieve more accurate tracking results. Even though this variable step-size method
can not totally remove the oscillation, it has been shown in [21] that it brings the operation
point very close to the actual MPP with a few iterations, and is quite efficient during transient
tracking phase, making itself suitable for fast changing environmental conditions.
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measure V(k),I(k)
Start
P(k)-P(k-1)=0
P(k)-P(k-1)>0
V(k)-V(k-1)>0 V(k)-V(k-1)<0
V(k+1)=V(k)+step V(k+1)=V(k-1)+stepV(k+1)=V(k)-step V(k+1)=V(k-1)-step
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y N N
K=K+1
Figure 2.7: The flowchart of P&O MPPT
2.4.4 Incremental Conductance MPPT
Incremental Conductance (INC) MPPT algorithm relies on the fact that the slope of P − V
curve is zero at MPP (point B), positive on the left side (point A) and negative on the other
side (point C) [19], it is shown in Fig. 2.8:
dP
dV > 0, left of MPP
dP
dV = 0, at MPP
dP
dV < 0, right of MPP
(2.7)
Since
dP
dV
=
d(IV )
dV
= I + V
dI
dV
∼= I + V ∆I
∆V
(2.8)
Eqn. 2.7 can be re-arranged as: 
∆I
∆V > − IV , left of MPP
∆I
∆V = − IV , at MPP
∆I
∆V < − IV , right of MPP
(2.9)
Hence, INC MPPT utilizes Eqn. 2.9 to search for the MPP. At the beginning of each sample
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Figure 2.8: The slope of I-V curve
time, it compares the instantaneous conductance (i.e. I/V ) to the incremental conductance (i.e.
∆I/∆V ) and get the direction of the perturbation voltage in the next time interval (i.e. +Vstep
or −Vstep). Once ∆I/∆V = −I/V , the MP is reached and operation of MPPT will be held at
that point unless a ∆I is noted, indicating a change in environment conditions as well as the
MPP has occurred [19]. The flowchart Fig. 2.9 gives the details of INC MPPT algorithm.
measure V(k),I(k)
 I=I(k)-I(k-1)
 V=V(k)-V(k-1)
Start
 V=0
 I/ V=-I/V
 I/ V>-I/V  I>0
V(k+1)=V(k)+step V(k+1)=V(k)+stepV(k+1)=V(k-1)-step V(k+1)=V(k-1)-step
YY N N
 I=0
N N
N Y
YY
K=K+1
Figure 2.9: The flowchart of Incremental Conductance MPPT
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Same as the P&O MPPT technique, the tracking speed and accuracy of INC MPPT algorithm
also depends on the increment size (i.e. the perturbation voltage Vstep). Oscillation can also
be produced around MPP but can be suppressed with a more complex implementation [22].
Variable step-size method will also reduce the tracking time of INC MPPT. Generally, INC
MPPT is superior to P&O method for several reasons: 1O usually the tracking result of INC
MPPT is much more accurate than the P&O MPPT; 2O it can perform MPPT under rapidly
varying irradiation conditions with higher accuracy [23]; 3O it ensures more stable performance
when implemented on a microcontroller [24].
2.5 VARIABLE STEP-SIZE P&O MPPT TECHNOLOGY
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the performance of both P&O MPPT and INC MPPT is affected
by the choice of step size. For a fixed step-size MPPT system, a larger step size contributes
to faster dynamics while a smaller step size can bring low oscillation [25]. Tuning a suitable
step size is a trade off between the tracking dynamics and tracking accuracy, which is usually a
impossible task since the characteristics of solar cell continuously changing with the environment.
An ideal solution is to force the MPPT controller to adapt the step size automatically based
on the environmental conditions. Thus an improved MPPT technology called variable step-size
MPPT is introduced to overcome this disadvantage.
Before discussing this improved method, a deeper study of the P − V curve of solar cell is
proposed here. Fig. 2.3 shows the typical I − V and P − V curves of solar cells. It is easy to
notice that on the left side of the MPP (i.e. PV voltage is lower than VMPP ), the output power
is almost linear to panel voltage and the slope of P − V curve is nearly constant. But when
it gets closer to the MPP, the slope drops down and finally reaches zero at the MPP. After it
is over the MPP, the slope becomes negative and accumulates fast. Fig. 2.10 provides a clear
image of the changes of the slope in the P − V curve.
This unique characteristic of P − V slope perfectly matches the need for the decision of pertur-
bation step size: it becomes larger when the operation point is far away from the MPP while
it decreases quickly when getting closer to the MPP, and most importantly, it stays zero at the
MPP which indicates that oscillation is totally removed. Thus the slope of P − V curve has
been chosen for the decision of perturbation step size:
∆U = N × |dP/dV | (2.10)
The constant N is the scaling factor which is tuned based on the specific working condition of
solar cell, ∆U is the step size of voltage perturbation.
By applying this variable step-size MPPT technique, several advantages can be achieved:
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Figure 2.10: The slope of the P-V curve
1. When the current working point is far away from the MPP on the left side (which is the
general condition at the beginning of operation), the step size is almost kept constant and tun-
ing a relatively large N can get a short response time. When it is over MPP, the slope changes
rapidly and a large step-size perturbation helps the system go back to MPP quickly.
2. When the MPP is exactly achieved, the slope of P − V curve stays at zero, thus a zero
step-size perturbation brings no oscillation to the system. Solar panel is kept at MPP until
environment changes.
3. Even under slight environmental changes, the previously tuned N can work well for the
changed conditions and no need to tune N again, which means the system is robust.
The flowchart of the improved variable step-size P&O MPPT has been shown in Fig. 2.11.
Simulation results have also been provided.
Simulation results of a fixed step-size P&O MPPT and variable step-size P&O MPPT are shown
in Fig. 2.12. Fig. 2.12(a) is the fixed step-size MPPT while Fig. 2.12(b) and Fig. 2.12(c) are
for the variable step-size MPPT. Even though the fixed step-size MPPT has a faster response
time with the 0.1V perturbation, significant oscillation is found when the system reaches the
MPPT. By contrast, from the simulation results of variable step-size MPPT in Fig. 2.12(c), the
perturbation voltage is 0.27V at 0.001s and it drops to 0.04V at 0.006s. This shows the step
size changes with the working point. The system is stable after 0.06s and the panel voltage is
almost kept constant at 25.8V , which is exactly the MPP of the solar panel. Oscillation has
also been removed. Therefore, this improved variable step-size P&O MPPT can provide more
accurate tracking result than the conventional techniques.
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measure V(k),I(k)
Step=N*(P(k)-P(k-1))/(V(k)-V(k-1))
Start
P(k)-P(k-1)=0
P(k)-P(k-1)>0
V(k)-V(k-1)>0 V(k)-V(k-1)<0
V(k+1)=V(k)+step V(k+1)=V(k-1)+stepV(k+1)=V(k)-step V(k+1)=V(k-1)-step
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y N N
K=K+1
Figure 2.11: The flowchart of variable step-size P&O MPPT
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.12: Simulation results of fixed step-size P&O MPPT in (a) and variable step-size P&O
MPPT in (b) and (c). (a) Fixed step-size MPPT results (b) Variable step-size MPPT takes
0.06s to reach the MPP and brings no oscillation at around the MPP (c) Details show that the
step size of voltage perturbation has changed in variable step-size MPPT

Chapter 3
THE INVERTER AND ITS CONTROL STRATEGY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.1.1 The Classification of Inverters
In this thesis, the DC-AC inverter is the interface between the solar panels and the power
grid, transferring the power generated from PV side to the grid side. The utilization of power
inverters requires application of control systems capable of providing high quality sinusoidal
output current, minimizing disturbance, eliminating harmonics, synchronizing with the slightly
changed grid frequency, regulating the active and reactive power and achieving immunity to
grid perturbations [26]. Generally, as an important part of distributed generation system in a
micro-grid, the functionality of DC-AC inverter is considered in both with On-Grid and Off-Grid
conditions [27]. On-Grid means the power generated from DC source is fed back to the grid while
Off-Grid condition is that inverters are required to feed power directly to local power consumers
when there is no connection to the grid. Even though On-Grid is the general state that solar
systems are expected to work in, sometimes inverters working under Off-Grid conditions are also
very common, especially for residents living in remote areas where self-generated electricity can
be the only solution.
In this chapter, two types of DC-AC inverter will be discussed: stand-alone inverters working in
the Off-Grid situation and grid-tied inverters working in the On-Grid situation. In each section,
a mathematical model of the inverter circuit is built. Different control strategies are proposed
and analysed. A improved control algorithm is also presented to compensate the drawbacks of
existing controllers discussed in previous sections. Simulation results are given to support the
analysis.
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3.1.2 Different Control Strategies For Inverters
Basically all control topologies can be classified as analogue controllers and digital controllers.
Even though almost all control functions can be achieved with analogue (continuous-time) hard-
ware and analogue control is relatively simple and robust, modern inverters still tend to adopt
digital controllers instead of analogue controllers. The drawbacks of the analogue controllers are
quite obvious: analogue controllers make it hard to provide accurate gains in the control loop
because they highly depend on the electronic components, which have tolerances in reality; they
can not provide interface for the operators so it is hard to tune a suitable gain in a control loop;
it is hard to build an analogue controller in comparative logic and do MIMO (multiple input and
multiple output). By contrasts, digital controllers have irreplaceable advantages: the flexibility
of a digital controller means it can do really complicated control strategies and is easy to modify;
they provide back-up functions and are quick to develop; they can do MIMO and have error
detection functions; and maybe another important characteristic which is suitable especially for
inverters is that digital controllers are capable of generating reference signals by themselves.
Several control strategies have been developed for inverters, they are listed below:
1. PI control
Proportional-integral (PI) controllers are widely used in modern control systems. Despite the
advantages of PI controllers, which include feasibility and ease of implementation, this solu-
tion exhibits two well-known drawbacks for the inverter control: PI controller can not track a
sinusoidal reference signal without steady-state error and poor disturbance rejection capabil-
ity [28]. An alternative solution to overcome these drawbacks is using a second order generalized
integrator (GI) [29].
2. Hysteresis control
Among the various PWM techniques available for inverters, the hysteresis band current control
is adopted very often due to its simplicity of implementation. This method does not need any
knowledge of load parameters so it can provide a fast response. The basic implementation of
hysteresis current control is based on deriving the switching signals from the comparison of the
current error with a fixed tolerance band. However, current control with a fixed hysteresis band
has the disadvantage that the PWM frequency varies within a band during the fundamental
period [30].
3. Deadbeat control
Deadbeat control is a typical example of linear control strategies implemented in discrete-time
systems [31].The basic idea in a deadbeat control design is similar to the minimal prototype
case: to achieve zero error at the sample points in a finite number of sampling periods for step
references and step output disturbances. Deadbeat controllers are often used in inverter control
due to their good dynamic properties. However, since the sampling period is the only design
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parameter in a deadbeat control design, if the deadbeat response is desired, the designer must
choose the sampling period carefully so that an extremely large control magnitude is not required
in normal operation of the system. It is not physically possible to increase the magnitude of
the control signal without bound. If the magnitude is increased sufficiently, the saturation
phenomenon always take place [32]. So in the practical design, deadbeat controller usually
comes with another controller in combination to form a usable controller. The controllers we
apply in this research belong to the deadbeat control strategies.
4. Resonant control
The resonant control is basically based on the Internal Model Principle and has the capability
of tracking a sinusoidal signal with zero steady-state error. It is an ideal controller for inverters.
More details about resonant controllers will be discussed in Section 3.4.
3.2 STAND-ALONE INVERTER
3.2.1 Introduction
Formation of a microgrid system due to an islanding process is generally caused by a fault in
power grid and its subsequent switching action, or a pre-planned switching event [33]. Under
these Off-Grid circumstances, a microgrid is still supposed to keep providing stable power to the
local customers connected to the power grid and fulfill the corresponding requirements for safety
reasons. Inverters working under islanding conditions are usually called stand-alone inverters.
In fact, as the only power provider in the network, the requirements for stand-alone inverters
include providing protection for the connected equipment, ensuring stable voltage and current,
minimizing the distortion and other essential requirements. The system performance in stand-
alone mode is more sensitive to factors like control schemes and the types of loads [34]. In
order to make sure all the components are working in a safe state, usually voltage control is
adopted to stabilize the microgrid voltage. Current protection and harmonic distortion control
are incorporated.
3.2.2 Stand-alone Inverter Model
The voltage-control stand-alone inverter topology shown in Fig. 3.1 consists of a stable DC
Bus, full-bridge switches, a LC low-pass filter, and a resistive load R representing the power
consumers. Unipolar SPWM (Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation) signals are generated by the
controller and applied to drive the full-bridge switches. Mathematically, this DC-AC inverter can
be modelled as a second-order system. In steady state, the output voltage Vo can be expressed
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as:
Vo = Vin + VL (3.1)
Since:
VL = L · diL
dt
(3.2)
= L
d(VoR + C
dVo
dt )
dt
+ Vo (3.3)
Eqn. 3.1 can be expressed as:
LC · V¨o + L
R
· V˙o + Vo = Vin (3.4)
Based on Eqn. 3.4, a state-space representation of this dynamic system can be obtained with a
state vector
[
V˙o
V¨o
]
. The state-space equation of this inverter is obtained as follows [35]:
[
V˙o
V¨o
]
=
[
0 1
− 1LC − 1CR
][
Vo
V˙o
]
+
[
0
1
LC
]
Vin (3.5)
where Vin is the switched DC input voltage on the AC side; L and C are the nominal values of
the inductor and capacitor; R is the load resistance.
As mentioned before, Unipolar SPWM signals are applied to control this inverter. According to
the control scheme, the switches in each leg of the full-bridge inverter are switched separately.
Four combinations of switch on-states and the corresponding voltage levels are expected as:
1. S1 and S3 are ON: Vin = 0;
2. S1 and S4 are ON: Vin = +Vdc;
3. S2 and S3 are ON: Vin = −Vdc;
4. S2 and S4 are ON: Vin = 0;
The input voltage pulse is represented in Fig. 3.2 and this three-value switched voltage Vin can
be expressed as:
Vin =
±Vdc, inside the period of ∆T0, outside the period of ∆T (3.6)
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Figure 3.1: Stand-alone inverter circuit
T
T
 T(k)
 T(k+1)
t=(k-1)T t=kT
t=(k+1)T
Vin=0
Vin=+Vdc
Vin=-Vdc
Figure 3.2: Input DC voltage pulse
3.2.3 OSAP Voltage Controller
Now we have obtained the mathematical expression of Vin and come back to Eqn. 3.5. It has
been proposed in [36] that for a linear system x˙ = Ax+Bu, the forced state response equation
can be written as:
x(t) = eAtx(0) +
∫ t
0
eA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (3.7)
Furthermore, its sampled-data equation can be expressed as [37]:
x(k + 1) = eATx(k) +
∫ T
0
eA(T−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (3.8)
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Where T is the time step between sample k and sample k + 1.
Let X˙ =
[
V˙o
V¨o
]
, u = Vin, A =
[
0 1
− 1LC − 1CR
]
, B =
[
0
1
LC
]
and u = Vin, the sampled-data
form of Eqn. 3.5 at t = kT with the assumption T  2√LC is [38]:[
Vo(k + 1)
V˙o(k + 1)
]
=
[
ϕ11 ϕ12
ϕ21 ϕ22
][
Vo(k)
V˙o(k)
]
±
[
g1
g2
]
∆T (k) (3.9)
Where:
ϕ11 = 1− T 22LC ϕ21 = − TLC + T
2
2LC2R
ϕ12 = T − T 22CR ϕ22 = 1− TCR − T
2
2LC +
T 2
2C2R2
g1 =
VdcT
2LC g2 =
Vdc
LC (1− T2CR)
In [37], an Autoregressive-moving-average model (ARMA) has been used to solve Eqn. 3.9,
which yields:
Vo(k + 1) = −p1Vo(k)− p2Vo(k − 1) +m1∆T (k) +m2∆T (k − 1) (3.10)
Where:
p1 = −(ϕ11 + ϕ22) p2 = ϕ11ϕ22 − ϕ21ϕ12
m1 = g1 m2 = g2ϕ12 − g1ϕ22
Eqn. 3.10 clearly illustrates the relationship between the inverter output voltage Vo and the duty
cycle ∆TT of the SPWM. However, we cannot directly apply Eqn. 3.10 in the controller. Vo(k+1)
represents the inverter output voltage in the next interval, which requires an accurate preview
value. This is impractical in the real life. This value should be replaced by a more practical
one—the Vref (k). Vref (k) is defined as the voltage reference signal generated independently by
the controller at t = kT . By replacing Vo(k + 1) with Vref (k) in Eqn. 3.10, we now have:
Vref (k) = −p1Vo(k)− p2Vo(k − 1) +m1∆T (k) +m2∆T (k − 1) (3.11)
Rearranging Eqn. 3.11, we can calculate the correct switch on time based on past and present
variables:
∆T (k) =
1
m1
Vref (k) +
p1
m1
Vo(k) +
p2
m1
Vo(k − 1)− m2
m1
∆T (k − 1) (3.12)
This yields a deadbeat response H(z) = z−1 and Eqn. 3.12 describes a one sampling ahead
preview (OSAP) controller [35], [37]. This is the OSAP voltage controller that is applied to the
stand-alone inverter in this thesis.
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3.2.4 Simulation Research
The simulation model of this single-phase OSAP voltage-control inverter has been built in Matlab
shown as Fig. 3.3. Table. 3.1 illustrates the details of each component in the circuit. This
model utilises full knowledge of the inverter to digitally generate a switch control pattern that
guarantees the desired inverter output voltage. This model is dependent on knowing all the
system parameters—this is addressed in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.3: Simulation model of single-phase OSAP voltage-control inverter
Table 3.1: Parameters of single-phase OSAP voltage-control inverter
Output Voltage Vo 21.2V Input Voltage Vdc 60V
Output Voltage Frequency 50Hz Switching Frequency 19200Hz
Inductor L 7mH Capacitor C 24µF
Resistor R 30Ω
Details of the OSAP controller block is shown in Fig.3.4, and Fig. 3.5 shows the simulation
results.
Fig. 3.5(a) shows the waveforms of the voltage reference signal Vref and the inverter output
voltage Vo and Fig. 3.5(b) is the error signal captured between Vref and Vo. It is clear to see
that there is a one-sample-time delay; this is caused by Vo(k + 1) being replaced by Vref (k) in
Eqn. 3.12.
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Figure 3.4: OSAP voltage controller
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Simulation results of steady-state output voltage under OSAP voltage control. (a)
Reference voltage Vref with Output voltage Vo – one-step delay response. (b) steady-state error
between Vo and Vref .
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3.3 GRID-TIED INVERTER
3.3.1 Introduction
Power systems are one of the most complex man-made dynamic systems, which require high-
standard system capability to maintain stability and robustness. Similar to any dynamic system,
the power grid also suffers from perturbations and experiences transitions from one operating
state to another [39]. Even though significant contributions have been made to stabilize power
systems since the day they were built, a lot of problems still remain. Generally, voltage stability,
frequency stability and inter-area oscillations have become greater concerns than in the past [39].
For a grid-connected inverter which plays an important role in distributed generation systems,
the ability to provide clean, stable, and safe power to the utility always has priority.
When DC power is converted into AC power, both voltage-control and current-control strategies
are available. However, for grid-connected inverters the AC side voltage is determined by the
grid; it is not easy for a small-scale micro-grid system to adjust the utility voltage. Thus
Current controllers are usually chosen. In addition, current-control loops can run much faster
than voltage-control loops, this advantage guarantees a fast response to short-circuit problems
and helps improve the security of the power system.
3.3.2 Grid-tied Inverter Model
The topology of this grid-tied OSAP current-control inverter is shown in Fig. 3.6. As mentioned
before, grid-tied inverters are required to feed ”clean” current to the grid, where ”clean” means
ensuring low-level THD (Total Harmonic Distortion), synchronising current with the grid voltage
and achieving unity power factor. These objectives are achieved by applying an OSAP current
controller, which is similar to the OSAP voltage controller in Section 3.2.
In this thesis, an inductor is applied as the filter for this grid-tied inverter, and a resistor on the
AC side is representing the resistance in power transmission lines. However, modern grid-tied
inverters often have a more complex AC side filter, which is a LCL filter. This simple configu-
ration is maintained in this thesis due to its simplicity and reasonable effectiveness. The model
can be easily extended to more complex filter configuration if required.
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Figure 3.6: Grid-connected inverter with OSAP controller
Firstly, in the steady state, the equation of output current iac can be obtained as follows:
L · diac
dt
= Vac − Vin −R · iac (3.13)
Or in the usual state space form:
˙iac =
−R
L
· iac + 1
L
(Vac − Vin) (3.14)
Different from the OSAP voltage controller, here Bipolar SPWM signals are applied to control
the full-bridge switches. This is not a pre-requisite for an OSAP current controller, it is just
chosen to be different from the voltage controller for the sake of completeness. The input pulse
is shown in Fig. 3.7 and the switched Vin can be expressed as:
T T
 T(k)  T(k+1)
t=(k-1)T t=kT t=(k+1)T
0
Vin=+Vdc
Vin= -Vdc
Vin=+Vdc
Vin= -VdcVin= -Vdc
Figure 3.7: The input pulse of Vin
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Vin =
+E, inside the period of ∆T−E, outside the period of ∆T (3.15)
More clearly:
Vin = (2 · ∆T
T
− 1)× Vdc (3.16)
3.3.3 OSAP Current Controller
Since x˙ = A · x + B · u can be rearranged as x(k + 1) = eATx(k) + ∫ T0 eA(T−τ)Bu(τ)dτ , the
sampled-data form of Eqn. 3.14 at t = kT is:
iac(k + 1) = (1− R
L
T ) · iac(k) + T
L
· Vac(k)− 2∆T (k)− T
L
· Vdc(k) (3.17)
The duty cycle of the SPWM can be obtained as:
2∆T (k)− T
T
=
1
Vdc(k)
[
Vac(k) +
L−RT
T
· iac(k)− L
T
· iac(k + 1)
]
(3.18)
Again, iac(k+1) requires the AC current value at next sampling interval (k+1) and this unknown
value will be replaced by the AC reference current signal iref (k), which results in a one-step
response error:
2∆T (k)
T
=
1
Vdc(k)
[
Vac(k) +
L−RT
T
· iac(k)− L
T
· iref (k)
]
+ 1 (3.19)
Now the OSAP current controller has been presented, and the AC current reference signal iac ref
is needed. In some controllers, reference signals are given directly by the system operators, and
an ideal current signal can also be provided for this controller. However, given that this output
current is required to synchronize with the grid voltage and other factors have to be taken into
consideration (e.g. power factor and reactive power compensation), it is not easy to get this
ideal reference signal independently from the controller.
Generally, the voltage source connected to an inverter is a constant voltage source. But in
this case, solar panels are the power source and their output voltage and current vary with
the environment, which means these panels are a dynamically variable power source. Thus
stabilization of DC Bus voltage is essential. In Chapter 2, the MPPT control strategy has
been implemented and output voltage regulation has not been considered. In order to ensure
a constant input DC voltage, DC voltage regulation is conducted by this inverter controller. A
dual-loop control strategy has been applied in the controller. The structure of this dual-loop
controller is shown in Fig. 3.8. It contains an external Proportional-Integral (PI) control loop
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for the input DC voltage regulation, which is stabilized by the inner OSAP current control loop
for the output AC current [40]. This is a reasonably common control strategy for this type of
inverters.
-
vdcVdc_ref PI+
Ipeak
PLL
Utility 
Voltage
Sine 
Generator
+
-
OSAP
Plant1 
Gp1
Plant2 
Gp2
iaciac_ref
Figure 3.8: Dual-loop controller for grid-tied inverter
In this dual-loop controller, the current demand is generated from the power demand, and the
power demand comes from the microgrid supervisory—the maximum power point of the solar
panels, which is the system’s capability of power generation [41]. In the external loop, DC bus
voltage is forced to track a reference value Vdc ref , which is set in advance as the desired DC Bus
voltage. Then the error signal is fed into the PI controller and generates Ipeak. Here Ipeak is used
as the amplitude of the reference signal for the inner current control loop. After multiplying by
the normalized sine-wave coming from the utility tracking module, we get iac ref as the current
reference signal , which is in phase with the grid voltage and sets the output power. The OSAP
current controller works with this reference signal to regulate the output current. This is the
whole process of the dual-loop control strategy operation.
An issue for this dual-loop controller is tracking the utility voltage. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the details
of the grid voltage tracking methodology. Except in some special situations where reactive power
compensation is expected, reactive power must be minimized to maximize the amount of active
power transferred across a congested transmission interface [42]. Here the reactive power Q is
set as 0. In order to achieve unity power factor, a phase-locked loop (PLL) module is used to
track the phase angle α of the grid voltage. With the combination of θ and α, a normalized
50Hz sine waveform can be generated. Multiplying this sine wave with the magnitude Ipeak
yields the current reference signal iac ref .
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Figure 3.9: Grid-connected inverter control scheme
3.3.4 Simulation Research
A single-phase OSAP current-control rectifier has been modelled in Matlab, shown in Fig. 3.10.
This rectifier shares the topology and control strategy with the grid-tied inverter shown in Fig.
3.6, where the DC Bus line has been replaced with a resistive load. Actually, the distinction
between an inverter and a rectifier is artificial: a rectifier has much the same function as an
inverter, in spite of the direction of energy flow [43]. The reason a rectifier is modelled instead
of an inverter is that many rectifiers have a load whose output voltage depends on the load
current, i.e. a resistor. This requires a control strategy to order a rectifier power that maintains
the desired load power. A resistive load rectifier has been implemented rather than a constant
voltage source so that there is a need for this sort of control. By contrast, modelling a dynamically
variable DC source is relatively complicated. Table 3.2 gives the value of each component in this
circuit.
Figure 3.10: Simulation model of single-phase OSAP current-control rectifier
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Table 3.2: Parameters of single-phase OSAP current-control rectifier
Grid Voltage Vac 21.2V DC Reference Voltage Vdc 60V
Grid Voltage Frequency 50Hz Switching Frequency 10000Hz
Inductor L 7mH Capacitor C 0.3mF
AC side Resistor R 0.3Ω DC side Resistor Rdc 30Ω
Simulation results of a rectifier under OSAP current control are provided in Fig. 3.11. From
Fig. 3.11(a), it is clear that there exists a one-step error between the current reference signal
iac ref and the output current iac. In Fig. 3.11(b), the DC side voltage Vdc is around 60V at
steady state, which means the DC voltage regulation has been achieved. Fig. 3.11(c) also shows
that the output current iac is in phase with the grid voltage Vac. In a DC-AC inverter, the phase
angle will be 180° instead of 0° in this AC-DC rectifier.
One problem must be stated here about this simulation model is the capacitor on the DC side.
Actually this OSAP current control strategy is derived from the model shown in Fig. 3.6, where
no DC capacitor is found and the DC Bus is a constant input. However it is common to find
a capacitor on the DC side in a real inverter design. The reason a DC capacitor is needed
is that in all inverter applications, the DC Bus faces high frequency ripple current due to the
high frequency PWM switching and probably the current ripple introduced by the unstable DC
source, thus a DC Bus capacitor is applied to reduce this ripple [44]. In this model, this DC
capacitor and the AC inductor forms a ”filter” by the connection of the full-bridge switches and
noise at the resonant frequency of this ”LC system” could exist. In this case, DC side voltage
is not held constant and some voltage ripples are found in 3.11(b).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.11: Simulation results of a single-phase rectifier with OSAP current controller. (a)
One-step error of Iac. (b) DC Bus voltage Vdc. (c) Grid voltage Vac vs output current Iac.
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3.4 IMPROVED OSAP CONTROLLER
3.4.1 Errors Introduced By Component Tolerance
Even though OSAP controllers are easy to implement and have good dynamics, there are several
disadvantages. Based on the analyses of the OSAP controller in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3,
a future value is substituted with a present order value, yielding a one-step error between the
reference signal and output signal. In addition, OSAP controllers rely on the model having
accurate L, C and R values to get precise control gains. The tolerance of practical components
as well as the uncertain electrical characteristics of power grid will bring uncertainties to the
controller. These factors definitely cause tracking errors [37]. Fig. 3.12 illustrates the simulation
results of an OSAP voltage-control inverter under practical conditions. This inverter model has
exactly the same topology and components as the stand-alone inverter in Section 3.2, but this
time this stand-alone inverter is treated as a practical inverter, which means the value of the
L and C has a 10% tolerance (in this simulation, both L and C are assigned values 10% less
than their normal values). The peak value of the output voltage is about 22V , which is far from
the reference voltage peak value 30V . In order to achieve zero-error tracking, a Proportional-
Resonant (PR) controller based on the Internal Model Principle is introduced in the next section
to overcome uncertainties and improve tracking results.
Figure 3.12: Simulation results of OSAP voltage-control inverter with uncertainties in component
values
3.4.2 The Internal Model Principle
Proportional-Integral (PI) feedback control is widely used to eliminate steady-state errors and
achieve zero-error tracking for linear time-invariant systems. However, the steady-state errors in
periodic systems are dynamic and also periodic, the known drawbacks of PI controller are the
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difficulty in removing the dynamic periodic errors and the limitations in bandwidth, which means
eliminating low-order harmonics is impossible [45], [46], [47]. A controller called Proportional-
Resonant (PR) control was introduced and has attracted attention due to its ability to overcome
the known drawbacks of PI controllers.
Based on the Internal Model Principle, which states ”accurate control can be achieved only if
the control system encapsulates, either implicitly or explicitly, some representation of the process
to be controlled”, a new control philosophy—Internal Model Control (IMC)—was championed
by Francis and Woham in 1976 [48]. This control theory states that if the controller scheme
has been developed based on an exact model of the process, then perfect control is theoretically
achieved. A simple example of IMC is shown in Fig. 3.13 [49]:
Gc(s) Gp(s)
Set-point Output
Figure 3.13: Internal Model control strategy
In this scheme, the controller Gc(s) is applied to control the plant Gp(s). Suppose the model
of this plant has been built as G˜p(s), which means mathematically G˜p(s) = Gp(s). By setting
Gc(s) to be the inverse of the plant model, we have:
Gc(s) = G˜p(s)
−1
(3.20)
Obviously, the plant output would always be equal to the set point and zero-error tracking would
be achieved, as long as the plant is perfectly known and there are no extended disturbances.
3.4.3 Resonant Controller
The model in Section 3.4.2 briefly illustrates the idea of internal model principle. [50] states that
tracking a periodic signal in a linear plant is guaranteed if the controller contains the signal
model to be controlled. Now we are back to the OSAP controller. Since the reference signals
and the output signals dealt with in these inverters are all sinusoidal waveforms, the one-step
error generated by the OSAP controller can also be represented by a sine-wave. In order to
eliminate this error, if we embed the model of this sinusoidal error into the controller, zero-error
tracking can be achieved. This controller is called a resonant controller.
The ideal PR controller is defined in Eqn. 3.21. A PR controller has exactly the same mathe-
matical formulation in the s-domain as the standard sinusoidal waveform and this indicates the
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appropriate IMC has been applied in the PR controller.
GPR(s) = Kp +Kr
s
s2 + ω2
(3.21)
where Kp is the proportional gain, Kr is the resonant gain and ω is the resonant frequency.
Fig. 3.14 shows the Bode-plots of the PR controller, where the resonant frequency ω is chosen
as 2pi · 50Hz, Kp = 1 and Kr is set as 1. It can be seen that the PR controller achieves very
high gain in a narrow frequency band centred around the resonant frequency (which is chosen
as the grid frequency 50Hz) and provides high attenuation for other frequencies. This unique
characteristic guarantees that with the right choice of Kp and Kr, only those signals centred at
the resonant frequency will be preserved. Thus, a resonant controller is the ideal choice for this
grid-connected inverter dealing with errors at fundamental frequency.
Figure 3.14: Bode plots of PR controller
3.4.4 Improved OSAP Controller and Simulation Research
As stated before, a PR controller has the capability of removing periodic errors, and this feature
matches our needs of eliminating the errors in OSAP controllers. By adding the PR controller
in the OSAP control systems, now we have the improved OSAP controllers. Their topologies
are shown in Fig. 3.15, one is the improved OSAP voltage controller and the other is the OSAP
curretn controller.
Simulation researches are also carried out to demonstrate the theories about this improved OSAP
controller. Here the improved OSAP voltage control strategy is conducted as an example. The
simulation model is exactly the same model in Section 3.2.4. In Section 3.2.4, the inverter
is controlled by a single OSAP voltage controller. A one sampling error is found, and this
sampling error is introduced by Vo(k+ 1) replaced by Vref (k). Another error is the tolerance of
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Figure 3.15: (a) Improved OSAP voltage controller (b) Improved OSAP current controller
the electronic components in reality. This error is shown in Fig. 3.12. The functionality of the
PR controller in this improved OSAP controller is expected to eliminate both errors.
The model of this improved OSAP voltage-control inverter is shown in Fig. 3.16 and the value
of each component is in Table. 3.3. Here the 10% tolerance of L and C is still included, same
as Section 3.4.1.
Table 3.3: Parameters of improved OSAP voltage-control inverter
Output Voltage Vo 21.2V Input Voltage Vdc 60V
Output Voltage Frequency 50Hz Switching Frequency 19200Hz
Inductor L 7mH Capacitor C 24µF
Resistor R 30Ω Kp 0.5
Kr 20
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Figure 3.16: Simulation model of OSAP+PR controlled inverter
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.17: Simulation results of voltage responses (a) OSAP controller (b) OSAP+PR con-
troller
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.18: Simulation results of the errors of output voltage (a) OSAP controller (b)
OSAP+resonant controller
Based on the error signals shown in Fig. 3.18(b), the resonant controller forces the phase
displacement between Vo and Vref and the errors in the voltage magnitude due to component
tolerance to zero successfully.

Chapter 4
THE EXPERIMENT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the experiment of this project. Two power stages—the DC-DC converter
board which conducts the MPPT techniques for solar panels and the DC-AC inverter board
which focus on the OSAP control strategies implementation, are introduced separately and
experimental results are provided. Afterwards the two stages are combined together to form a
solar micro inverter system and experimental results are also given to support the analyses in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
The diagram of the experimental circuit is shown in Fig. 4.1, which includes the power stage
and the digital control stage. From this diagram, it is clear to see that the whole system
can be divided into two main parts—the DC-DC stage and the DC-AC stage. Actually, this
experiment is done with help from Texas Instruments—the High Voltage Isolated Solar MPPT
Developers Kit and the High Voltage Single Phase Inverter Development Kit are applied as
the hardware of this experiment. These two kits are shown in Fig. 4.2. The first MPPT kit
contains an interleaved boost convert which is supposed to implement MPPT techniques and
the second inverter kit contains a full-bridge inverter which is supposed to implement OSAP
control strategies. Both kits are controlled by the high-speed microcontroller TMS320F28035.
Another important piece of equipment applied in this system is the solar panels. Due to limited
conditions in the laboratory that simulating a fast changing sun irradiation and the others
factors in the environment is not practical, we use a programmable DC power source to simulate
the output of a PV panel. The Chroma 62150H-600S DC Power Supply is a programmable
DC power supply, which can generate from 600W to 15kW DC power and ensures definable
operating voltage or current (Fig. 4.3). In addition, it has a solar array simulator function.
This DC source can simulation the output of a solar panel whose open-circuit voltage (Voc) can
rise up to 1000V and short-circuit current (Isc) can go up to 25A . Its fast transient response
makes this power supply an ideal device for MPPT performance research. Constant voltage is
also needed for the experiment of grid-tied inverter as the DC Bus voltage.
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Figure 4.1: Experiment circuit of PV micro-inverter
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) DC-DC boost converter experiment kit (b) DC-AC inverter experiment kit
In the grid-connected inverter experiment, a power grid is needed. In this experiment, the
Chroma AC power source Model 61604 is applied to generate constant 220V/50Hz AC voltage.
This AC source is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Chroma DC power supply 62000H-S
Figure 4.4: Cheoma AC power supply 61604
4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF DC-DC CONVERTERS
4.2.1 Interleaved Boost Converter
In the DC-DC board, an interleaved boost converter has been applied to implement MPPT
strategies. Fig. 4.5 is the circuit diagram. Different from a conventional single-phase boost
converter, two-phase interleaved boost converter can be very beneficial for high-demand electrical
performance. The advantages that a multiple-phase interleaved boost converter has over a single-
phase boost converter are the increased output current, the reduction in input current ripple,
the reduction in power losses, the increased efficiency and the reduction in equipment size [51].
PV
L1
Cpv
S1
L2
S2
D1
D2
Cdc R
3uF
150uH
150uH
300uF 30Ω
100kHz 100kHz
Voc=32.6V
Vmpp=25.8V
Isc=8.48A
Impp=7.95A
SP205
Pmpp=205W
Figure 4.5: Interleaved Boost Converter
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The operation signals to drive this two-phase interleaved boost converter are two PWM signals
with the same duty cycle and 180 degrees out of phase. The same duty cycle has guaranteed the
same current sharing in the two stages. By combining two current ripples in each stage together,
the total input current ripple has been reduced. Fig. 4.6 shows the PWM signals (blue one and
green one) captured from the micro-controller. They are two 100kHz PWM waveforms with the
same duty cycle to drive the boost stage.
Figure 4.6: PWM signals to drive interleaved boost converter and the input current ripple
(a)Channel 2 and 3 are the PWM signals (b) Channel 4 is the input current
Fig. 4.6 also illustrates the reduction in the input current ripple. In this scheme, a 10V DC
voltage is applied on this experiment board and the duty cycle is kept at 0.3, the switching
frequency is 100kHz. Based on calculation, the input current ripple in a single-phase boost stage
with the same inductor and capacitor is about 200mA. In this two-phase stage, this current
ripple actually drops to about 19mA, significant current ripple reduction has been achieved.
4.2.2 MPPT Implementation
This section asses the MPPT implementation in this interleaved boost stage. The DC source has
been programmed to simulate the solar panel SP205 (this panel has been modelled in Chapter 2),
whose open-circuit voltage Voc is 32.8V and MPP voltage Vmpp is 25.8V. Two MPPT techniques
have been adopted, one is the conventional fixed step-size P&O method and the other is the
variable step-size P&O method. Fig. 4.7 is the PV panel voltage captured from the beginning
until the MPP is reached. Before starting the system, this PV panel is at open-circuit condition,
at this time PV output voltage is 32.8V. Then we start the programme and the PV voltage
experiences a significant drop and then raise up again until getting close to the MPP. The fixed
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voltage disturbance in 4.7(a) is chosen as 0.01V and the system takes almost 3.5s to get the MPP,
significant oscillation is also found around that point afterwards. By contrast, the variable step-
size P&O MPPT in 4.7(b) only takes 1.85s to achieve the MPP which is much faster than the
fixed step-size MPPT, and the oscillation has been reduced.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: MPPT results (a) Fixed step-size P&O MPPT (b) Variable step-size P&O MPPT
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4.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF STAND-ALONE INVERTER
4.3.1 Full-Bridge Inverter and LC Filter Design
In the DC-AC board, a full-bridge inverter has been used to perform the OSAP control strategies.
The circuit diagram of the board is shown in Fig. 4.8.
L2
S1
L1
S4
Cac R
3.5mH
3.5mH
24uF 30Ω
19.2kHz 19.2kHz
S2 S3
19.2kHz 19.2kHz
Vdc
Cdc
470uF
Figure 4.8: Full-bridge Inverter
In this inverter, a LC low-pass filter has been applied. The transfer function between the
switched input voltage pulse Vin and the output AC voltage Vac through this LC filter is:
Vac(s) =
R
RLC· s2 + Ls+R · Vin(s) (4.1)
Now we fix the value of the inductor and resistor to be constant, which is L = 7mH and R = 30Ω,
and chose four different values for the capacitor, which is C1 = 1µF, C2 = 24µF, C3 = 133µF
and C4 = 220µF. The bode diagram of the transfer function of the LC filter is shown in Fig.
4.9. There exists a resonant frequency ω =
√
1
LC , which provides the maximum gain. From
Fig. 4.9 it is apparent that with the constant L and R, the larger capacitance, the lower the
resonant frequency. However, when the LC filter is designed, only a filter is desired rather than
an amplifier. The resonant frequency should not be too close to the operating frequency (i.e.
50Hz). In addition, the voltage gain due to the filter will have a influence on the control loop
and affect the inverter design.
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Figure 4.9: Bode Diagram of LC filter with different capacitance
4.3.2 OSAP voltage controller
Experimental results of the OSAP voltage-control inverter with different capacitors are shown
in Fig. 4.10. The input DC voltage Vdc is 60V and the controlled output AC voltage Vac is 30V
(peak value). Two capacitors are applied and the OSAP controller is updated with different
capacitor values. Fig. 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) are the results of a 24µF capacitor and Fig. 4.10(c)
is for a 133µF capacitor. Obviously large distortion is found with the 133µF capacitor. By
contrast, even the 24µF capacitor provides less distortion, the peak value the of output voltage
is just 20V, which is far away from 30V. Fig. 4.10(b) is captured from the microcontroller, where
the yellow line is the reference signal and the green line is the feedback signal. A significant
error exists between them, which demonstrates single OSAP controller can not provide perfect
control results. In addition, some offset is found in Fig. 4.10(a), this is caused by the inaccuracy
of the ADC (analogue-digital conversion) module in the microcontroller, and it is fixed in the
next experiment by adding an offset value for compensation in the microcontroller.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: OSAP voltage-control inverter results (a) output voltage with 24µF capacitor (b)
reference signal and the feedback signal with 24µF capacitor (c) output voltage with 133µF
capacitor
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4.3.3 OSAP+PR Voltage Controller
In order to compensate for the practical shortcomings of OSAP control strategies, a resonant
controller is added with the OSAP controller to form the improved OSAP controller in Chapter
3. This improved OSAP controller can not only correct the errors in output voltage due to
component tolerance, but also eliminate the steady-state errors introduced by the deadbeat
control strategy. Fig. 4.11 is the controlled AC output voltage for this stand-alone inverter with
improved OSAP controller. All the component values are the same in Section 4.3.2 and AC side
capacitor is 24µF. The output voltage matches the reference value, which is 30V at the peak
and THD is 4.70%. This has shown that the improved OSAP controller is better than a single
OSAP controller.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: Improved OSAP voltage-control inverter (a) taking 1.6s to stabilize (b) output
voltage in steady state
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Figure 4.12: THD of the output voltage (the value of the fundamental frequency is not shown
in this graph)
4.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF GRID-TIED SOLAR MICRO-INVERTER
This section illustrates the complete experimental results of a single-phase photovoltaic grid-tied
micro inverter. The whole system circuit is shown in Fig. 4.13. As mentioned before, a Chroma
AC power supply 61600 is applied to simulate the power grid. Since this power source does not
have the ability to absorb any power, the 85Ω resistive load is always utilized. The isolation
transformer is placed between the inverter and AC source for safety reasons. The 24µF capacitor
on the AC side is also removed and the 7mH inductor is the filter for this inverter.
DC-DC 
Boost 
Converter
DC-AC 
Inverter
Isolation 
Transformer
AC source
Resistive 
Load
DC 
Bus
220V
50Hz
85Ω
370V
Figure 4.13: Photovoltaic Grid-tied Micro Inverter
Variable step-size P&O MPPT is applied to control the DC-DC converter and the improved
OSAP current controller which is designed in Section 3.4.4 is used to control the grid-connected
inverter. The solar panel is still the SP205 solar panel, as discussed in previous chapters, and
its output power is 205W at the MPP. DC Bus voltage is maintained at 370V by the inverter.
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Experimental results are shown below.
Figure 4.14: DC Bus voltage and AC output current
Fig. 4.14 shows the response of the DC Bus voltage (yellow) and AC output current (green) from
the start of system operation until stable conditions. Before the start of inverter, the MPPT
is already running, so the DC Bus voltage is 410V at the beginning and AC output current is
0. Then, the current-controlled inverter begin to operate. The system takes about 100ms to
get stabilised and DC Bus voltage drops to 369V and remains constant. The output current
is 1.53A and the inverter output power is 199W, which matches the solar panel output power
205W (practical power losses needs to be taken into consideration).
Figure 4.15: Grid voltage and AC output current
Fig. 4.15 is the AC voltage (yellow) and inverter output current (pink). Inverter output current
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Figure 4.16: THD of output current (the value of the fundamental frequency is not shown in
this graph)
and grid voltage are 180 degrees out of phase. Fig. 4.16 shows the THD of the output current,
which is 4.56%.
A irradiation change on the solar panel has also been simulated on the DC source to show the
transient response of this solar system. Fig. 4.17 is the transient response of DC Bus voltage
(yellow) and AC output current during shading problems. In this shading problem, the panel
output power drops from 205W to 120W. Oscillation is found in both curves, but the system
gets stable after nearly 500ms. The DC Bus voltage is still 370V and AC output current drops
to 1.098A due to the reduction of solar panel output power.
This result has shown that the inverter works very well with good power quality, good efficiency
and a fast transient response. This demonstrates that the inverter control design is practical
and has good performance.
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Figure 4.17: Transient response of DC Bus voltage and AC output current under solar panel
irradiation changes

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
The main subject of this project is to develop an advanced control strategy for a solar micro-
inverter to optimize the system effectiveness. Development of theory and experiment have been
conducted on solar cell maximum power point tracking strategies and grid-tied inverter control
strategies. The experiment results have demonstrated the theory and goals have been achieved.
The main contributions of this thesis are listed below:
1. The mathematical model and simulation model of solar cells have been built. Simulation
has been conducted for the analysis of the output characteristics of solar cells. Typical MPPT
strategies have been introduced. Evaluations of Constant Voltage MPPT, P&O MPPT and INC
MPPT are provided and they are compared with each other. Taking the P&O MPPT as an
example, the disadvantages of conventional fixed step-size MPPT strategies are also analysed.
An advanced variable step-size P&O MPPT algorithm is then proposed to overcome these short-
comings. Simulation results have been provided to demonstrate the advantages of this advanced
MPPT strategy over the conventional one, which include high accuracy, short response time and
no oscillation at the MPP.
2. The model of a full-bridge inverter has been built and analysed. Two working states of this
inverter are proposed: stand-alone inverter and grid-tied inverter. A deadbeat control strategy,
named the one-sampling-ahead-preview (OSAP), is proposed for the inverter, which include
the OSAP voltage-control strategies for the stand-alone inverter and the OSAP current-control
strategies for the grid-tied inverter. Simulations have been conducted for both inverters and
simulation results demonstrate the theory. The disadvantages of this single OSAP controller
are analysed—this deadbeat controller brings a deadbeat response to the output and OSAP
controller relies on the inverter having accurate values for its components. In order to compensate
these disadvantages, the resonant controller which is based on the Internal Model theory is
introduced. With the combination of a resonant controller, an improved OSAP controller is
then proposed. Simulation results are shown to support that this improved OSAP controller
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can eliminate the deadbeat errors and variable values of electronic components can be tolerated
and bring no uncertainties to the control loop.
3. Based on the theory and simulations, experiments on a single-phase photovoltaic micro-
inverter have been conducted. The whole system has been divided into two separate parts for
experiment— the DC-DC boost converter and DC-AC single-phase inverter. The controllers
in both parts are implemented in a high-speed microcontroller TMS320F28035. In the boost
converter, an interleaved boost converter topology is adopted, this two-phase topology has the
advantages over a single-phase boost converter, such as the reduction of input current ripple
and the reduction in power losses. Experimental results are provided to compare a conventional
fixed step-size P&O MPPT with a variable step-size P&O MPPT. With the same circuit and
conditions, the variable step-size MPPT technique has demonstrated its advantages over the
conventional one. Then the experiments have been performed on the DC-AC inverter. One
experiment is for a stand-alone inverter, where the OSAP voltage-control strategy is applied.
Comparison between a single OSAP controller and an improved OSAP controller is provided,
which demonstrates that single OSAP controllers are not suitable for the practical situation,
and the improved OSAP controllers can achieve the control goals. Finally, the DC-DC part and
DC-AC part are combined together to form the grid-connected inverter system. Experiment
results are also given.
5.2 RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES
Although many aspects have been documented in this thesis for advanced single-phase solar
micro-inverter technologies, there are still a lot of possibilities for technology improvement.
Some issues are still existing in this PV system for further investigations, which are listed below:
1. For the variable step-size MPPT, both the simulation and experiment are done in a constant
environment, i.e. constant irradiation and temperature. The responses of this MPPT technique
under a continuously variable environment, especially the rapidly changing environmental con-
ditions, are not considered in this research yet. Actually, some MPPT techniques can not work
well in the low-irradiation conditions and fast-changing environment sometimes can confuse the
controller to determine the step-size of perturbation.
2. In the inverter design, the problem of harmonics has not been taken into consideration. An
simple low-pass LC or L filter is not enough for the requirement of low THD and harmonic
reduction. Actually, the THD is about 4.56% in the grid-tied inverter experiment, which meets
the minimum standards for grid-connected inverters but is still relatively high. In further re-
searches, reduction of harmonics have to be conducted both at the control level and hardware
level. Papers suggest repetitive controllers and LCL filters could be the possible solutions.
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3. The problem of islanding is not considered. Islanding comes up with the distributed generation
and is quite dangerous. The detection of the islanding is important for both the power grid and
the connected micro grid. Several techniques are now available for the micro grid system to detect
an islanding situation and cut itself off from the utility immediately when islanding happens.
Besides those interesting topics, the development and implementation of this grid-tied solar
inverter are still far away from finalization. PV micro-inverters and distributed generation are
still new concepts for the industry, which need further development and deeper understanding.
But with the amazing innovations in the technology, we believe the application of these new
concepts has a bright future.
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